
Welcome to our February - March 2020 
issue of the Meter Data Management 
System (MDMS) Update, designed to 
keep you informed on the growth and 
latest developments of the MDMS and the 
Army Metering Program. 

There has been a lot of interest in our new 
Active Energy Management training 
session. In this session, and the detailed 
article below, we teach you how to use 
five of the modules in MDMS to support 
your Energy Management and Measure-
ment & Verification requirements. 
 
On page 6, we highlight one new report, 
as well as the enhancements to another 
report. The new EUI Commodity Compari-
son Report provides a comparison report 
of every building on the selected site/
installation for the time period selected. 
Additional organizational options and more 
fields have been added to the update 
Base Load Comparison Report. 

We have had some good feedback on 
the recent training webinars. Vicky 
Newman, a new REM at U.S. Army 
Reserve, Fort Shafter FLATS, said 
“Thank you for all these classes. They 
are very helpful.” And Joseph McClung, 
Energy Manager at West Virginia Army 
National Guard shared “You did a great 
job. Great Job, very useful information.”   
“This is quantum leap compared to the 
old interface and functionality. I can’t 
wait to get our meters reporting and 
use the system,” shared Energy Mana-
ger Ryan Hoesly with the 81st 
Readiness Division. Keep the feedback 
coming! 

As always, our mission is to improve 
the MDMS experience for end users. 
Your input is valuable, and we 
welcome your feedback via the Army 
Meter Service Desk (AMSD) at:  
usarmy.coe-
huntsville.cehnc.mbx.armymeterhelp@
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ACTIVE ENERGY MANAGE MENT  

Without a continuous diagnostics approach, energy usage 
will be 20% to 40% higher than required to provide a   
comfortable and healthy indoor environment. Active Ener-
gy Management (AEM) is the cradle-to-grave strategy that 
highlights facility energy use, pinpoints anomalies, tracks 
trends, benchmarks installation and/or building perfor-
mance, identifies effective saving opportunities and veri-
fies energy savings.  

The intent of the MDMS training courses/webinars is to 
show users how to fully utilize the MDMS tools in all     
functional aspects of energy management and continuous 
commissioning, thus resulting in energy savings. Building 
on this intent, and in support of this strategy, the newly 
offered AEM course is explicitly intended to show Energy 
Managers (EMs) and Resource Efficiency Managers 
(REMs) how to validate those estimated savings from their 
Energy Conservation Measures (ECMs) by using MDMS 
for Measurement and Verification (M&V). 

The first MDMS AEM course was offered in December 
2019, with 21 people in attendance. And, as with all the 
other MDMS training sessions, it will continue to be      
improved and offered repeatedly. There has been a lot of 

interest in future sessions for those EMs and REMs that 
were unable to make the first few offerings. So, for those 
of you that were unable to attend this session, or who just 
want a refresher, this article will brief you on the value and    
content of the session.  

We have identified five tools within MDMS that will support 
your M&V requirements:  
 
1. Using the Custom Usage report for a quick check on 

overall numbers 
2. Using the Monthly Usage report as a quick check with 

monthly granularity 
3. Using the Daily Usage report to fine tune the analysis 

to days vs months 

4. Using the Interval Usage query for a deeper dive and 
more detail 

5. Using our M&V project method specifically designed to 
track savings over time  

To demonstrate these methods, we are going to use Fort 
Carson, building 2260 (Brigade Headquarters), as an    
example. We will compare (Continued on pg.2)                
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electric usage from two weather similar time periods to make a quick determination if there was any usage savings—
independent of weather—after an ECM took place in early October 2019. So, let’s look at October – December 2018 and 
October – December 2019.  

Let’s start with Step 1: Using the Custom Usage report for a quick check on overall numbers. We are going to first pull 
the October – December 2018 time period for our building and make note of the kWh value returned. You can see in our 
resulting graph below, that the kWh is 151,438. Then, we will pull the October – December 2019 time period for building 
2260 and make note of the 132,623 kWh value returned in our lower graph below. (Continued on pg.3) 
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Now, to estimate the savings percentage as it pertains to usage, we will apply the following formula: (previous period ’s 
usage – post-change period’s usage)/previous period’s usage. So, (151,438-132,623)/ 151,438*100 = 12% savings.  

Now, let’s run Step 2: Using the Monthly Usage report as a quick check with monthly granularity. We are going to run the 
Monthly Usage report for the same two time periods and export those results to Excel. We are then going to sum up the 
usage for the two time periods and use the same formula to calculate the savings. See example Excel below. So, we get 
the same percent savings, which in this instance isn’t a surprise since the sum of the usage values match those that we 
got in the Custom Usage step. So, this step validates the previous report but also provides the results in a tabular form.  

 

Now, on to Step 3: Using the Daily Usage report to fine tune the analysis to days vs months. Since we know the day that 
the changes took effect, we can narrow the dates down to the day with this report. We will pull October 8, 2018 at 00:00 
to January 8, 2019 at 23:00 and export to Excel. Then, we will pull October 8, 2019 at 00:00 to January 8, 2020 at 23:00 
and export to Excel. We then paste the timestamp and kWh for both time periods side by side and then remove any extra 
entries on the second time period, so that both time periods have the same number of entries.  

We are then going to sum up the Usage for the two time periods and use the same formula to calculate the savings. See 
the example Excel below. Note that our percent savings is 10%. Thus, using the Daily Usage report results gets the    
percent savings even tighter because we can get down to the actual dates that the change occurred. 

 

 

For Step 4: Using the Interval Usage query for a deeper dive and more detail, we are going to use the narrowed dates as 
was done in Step 3 above. We will pull October 8, 2018 at 00:00 to January 8, 2020 at 23:00.  The great thing about the 
Interval Usage query is the graph where you can visually see when the usage changes. Note our example below.       
Remember that while you are actively on the Interval Usage query page with this graph displayed, you can use the zoom 
button or your roller wheel on your mouse to zoom into that early October timeframe when the changes were made. 
(Continued on pg.4)  
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In addition, we are going to export the Interval Usage results to Excel. We then paste the timestamp and kW interval 
readings for both time periods side by side and then remove any extra entries on the second time period, so that both 
time periods have the same number of entries. Note again that our percent savings is 10%, due to narrowing in on exact 
dates. While MDMS doesn’t include the weather data at this time, it will be added in the future. But, the Cooling Degree 
Days (CDD) difference was only 2 degrees over 2018, so this is insignificant from a CDD perspective. (Continued on 

pg.5) 
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And finally, let’s perform Step 5: Using our M&V project method specifically designed to track savings over time. We 
used the M&V module to create a new project for our Fort Carson example. Then, we run the Energy project cost       
analysis for Oct - Dec 2019 and then export to Excel. With some creative formatting, and using the same principal       
calculations for savings, here is our project cost analysis: 

  

Now that we’ve used all five methods for using MDMS for Measurement and Verification (M&V), it’s reassuring that all 
methods returned results within 1-2% of each other. 

As a reminder, here are our recommendations for ECMs: 

 Do no-cost/low-cost measures first. The training and guidance from the Association of Energy Engineers (AEE), 
American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE), and the U.S. Department of 
Energy (DOE) is consistent on this as the priority. 

 Then, implement a program on low-cost repair or replacement projects, under the same guidance criteria as before, 
except the dollar threshold of the project is based on Army guidance and garrison guidance. 

Following our Monitoring Commissioning Process (MCx) will effectively provide the Army with the most effective         
solutions by identifying the highest returns with the low-cost/no-cost solutions. The savings for the first section are based 
on the M&V results for the buildings evaluated in the early steps of the MCx. The savings realized were 10% based on 
the hourly reports, which will have the highest degree of accuracy. We have extrapolated the savings based on the lower 
end of the savings range at 25%, based on the 25-35% cited in many sources, including both the Guide to Energy Man-
agement and the Energy Management Handbook. When we started this program, our MDMS reports calculated 99% of 
the Army buildings had at least one system with overridden schedules. This number has dropped over the past 18 
months to 78% buildings with overridden schedules—due to the installations getting involved in MCx—so again the sav-
ings potential is extremely large.  
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UPDATED BASE LOAD COMPARISON REPORT  

What used to be known as the Plug Load Comparison report has been renamed to the Base Load Comparison report. 
Plug load is the theoretical minimum loading for a building when it’s unoccupied, whereas base load is the normal     
minimum loading on a building, which includes the plug load of the building plus everything else that ’s been left on    
continually. In addition to Installation and Site as Organizational options, you now have the ability to run the report at the 
HQDA, Command, and Region level. Also, four new fields have been added to the report: 12 Months Consumption 
(kWh), Baseload as % Consumption, 12 Month EUI, and Climate Zone.  

In the continuing effort to add more tools to the Energy Manager toolbox, yet another new module has been added to 
MDMS. The new EUI Commodity Comparison Report provides a comparison report of every building on the selected 
site/installation for the time period selected. The report is sorted in descending order based on Total EUI. The user 
has the ability to sort ascending to descending, as well as descending to ascending, on any of the column headings.  

The report automatically has your default site selected, so that you can then just select the time period. However, you 
can unselect the checkbox for default site and then select any installation or site. 

This report enables you to quickly compare buildings on your installation/site to see the top EUI offenders. These may 
be legitimately high intensity users or it may highlight buildings of a particular category that should be nowhere near 
the EUI they are currently reporting. This gives a very quick look to highlight buildings that need some serious        
investigation. 


